April 13, at 1:00-2:00 p.m.: USDA/NIFA on International Opportunities

USDA Foreign Agricultural Service and NIFA are holding the webinar “Opportunities for International Engagement and Research Cooperation,” Thursday, April 13, 1:00 pm EDT. Learn about FAS fellowship and exchange programs, and opportunities for including international activities in your NIFA-funded research, or other NIFA programs.

- Borlaug and Cochran Fellowship Programs with opportunities to travel to cooperating country
- Including Partnerships with other countries or international organizations in a NIFA grant

**LINK:** [https://cc.readytalk.com/r/7jcnn1n1244t&eom](https://cc.readytalk.com/r/7jcnn1n1244t&eom)

BIFAD and USAID are requesting researchers' input on U.S. government's global food security strategy. Framing papers are found at the webpage linked above. The three-day webinar covers many areas, here is an example: prioritization of investment, nutrition, agriculture-led economic growth, resilience research.

Register for the webinar (and access to Framing papers):
https://agrilinks.org/agexchange/aligning-research-investments-global-food-security-strategy-three-day-agexchange

Did you miss Jon Moyle's talk about Farmer-To-Farmer?
Interested in participating in the volunteer program Farmer-to-Farmer but not sure what it's like? Jon tells you were to find the info, what to expect in-country, safety and best practices on farms. Hear what happened in Senegal and Kenya and why Kenya is his favorite country.

The IPAN Farmer-to-Farmer website lists F2F organizations and FAQs, and a link to Jon's presentation.

https://agnr.umd.edu/global-impact/farmer-farmer-0
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